
 

Batik Wheels is a perfect quilt for using up some of those Fat Quarters you’ve been 
collecting!  The only ‘rule’ per se, is keep in mind you need to have contrast.  Take a 
look at the quilts above, and you’ll see what I mean...matchy matchy gets lost on 
spikes, so keep that in mind when choosing fabrics.   
  

Fabric Requirements  
 Quilt body:  24 Fat Quarters (and yes...you ’ll have leftover fabric, but you’ll have 

the selection needed to get the desired effect) 
 Quilt Border: 1 Yard solid(ish) background (shown in dark green on one; hot 

pink on the other) 
 Quilt Border (Spikes) for the one on the left I used scraps from the quilt; the 

one on the right I used a Yard of lime green) 

‘Batik Wheels’ Supply List & Fabric Requirements 

Deb’s Basic Supply List                            Follow me on Facebook: www.Facebook.com/DebKarasik 

Sewing Machine in good working order Straight Pins: Flat Head or Button Head Thread Nipper or Seam Ripper  

90/14 Topstitch (or Sharps) needles Cutting Mat Trash Bag 

Presser Foots: Standard & Quarter Inch with Lip Add A Quarter® Ruler Rotary Cutter with new blades 

Fabric (of course) Scissors Extension cord and/or power strip. 

Starch: I recommend Mary Ellen’s Best Press® Ruler (12” long, any width) Pen & Paper, if you’re a note taker 

Neutral Thread (I prefer Superior’s Masterpiece 
50 weight) 

Seam Roller or Iron with pad. Check with 
your class host regarding ironing stations.  

Double-sided scotch tape (used for 
cutting fabric from templates.) 



Cutting for Center Block:  ** You will be making a total of 4 of these blocks. 

Chicken Feet:  (even #’s) 
Cut 12 for ea. Block: 1½” x 3 ½” 

Backgrounds:  (odd #’s)   
Cut 18 for ea. Block: 2” x 3½” 

Spikes:  (even #’s) 
Cut 4 for each block: 2½” x 2” 

Backgrounds:  (odd #’s)   
 Cut 5 for each block: 2½” x 2½” 

NOTE: Inner and Outer Arcs will be cut in Class 

Cutting for Outer Block: 
** You will be making 12 of these blocks. 

Outer Spikey Unit: 
Spikes: (even #’s) Cut 8 for each Block: 

2½” x 3” 
Backgrounds: (odd #’s) Cut 9 for each Block: 

2½” x 3” 

Inner Spikey Unit: 
Spikes: (even #’s) Cut 6 for each Block: 

1½” x 3½” 
Backgrounds: (odd #’s) 

Cut 7 for each Block:2” x 3½” 

NOTE: Inner and Outer Arcs will be cut in Class 

**Important! STARCH and PRESS all fabrics prior to cutting!

Benefits of Starching & Pressing your fabric prior to cutting: 

 More Accuracy when Cutting Fabric
 Flatter, Smoother Seams
 Reduced Fabric Stretching
 Blocks Fit Together Better
 Finished Quilt Top Lays Smoother, Flatter

Batik Wheels Cutting Directions 

Hope this helps! (Oh...we generally only get the center 4 blocks done in a 1 day workshop.  Some folks get 
further along, some folks not so far....) but this way, you get to understand the piecing and assembly for the 
entire quilt.  Deb 

Questions?  Email me:  deb@DebKarasik.com 

www.DebKarasik.com 

Follow me on Facebook 
www.Facebook.com/Debkarasik 



For Your Coloring Pleasure! Batik Wheels Finished Dimensions: About 44” x 44” 

Before cutting fabric I take the time to Starch and Press it all.  This has several advantages:   
 

 Your piecing will be more accurate. 
 Your seams will be smoother and flatter. 
 S t r e t c h i n g  of fabric is reduced. 
 Your blocks will need far less squaring up. 
 Your finished quilt top will lay flatter and  smoother. 


